Hirayama disease is a pure spinal motor neuron disorder--a combined DTI and transcranial magnetic stimulation study.
Hirayama disease (HirD) is a juvenile spinal muscular atrophy predominantly affecting young men with an initially progressive course followed by a stable plateau within several years. It is a matter of debate whether HirD is a widespread motor neuron or more focal cervical cord disease. Whether the supraspinal pathways of the corticospinal tract (CST) are also affected has not been studied systematically. We analyzed CST integrity in seven HirD patients and 11 controls of similar age and gender using diffusion tensor imaging at a 1.5-T scanner and central motor conduction time (CMCT) using transcranial magnetic stimulation. The apparent diffusion coefficient, fractional anisotropy, and axial and radial diffusivity coefficients were determined bilaterally at four representative CST levels and along the whole CST using a probabilistic fiber tracking approach. There were no differences between the initially affected and the contralateral side in HirD patients and no difference between HirD patients and controls for both the ROI-based and the whole CST analyses. Radial diffusivity of the CST was positively correlated with years of disease progression in HirD patients. CMCT was normal in HirD patients. Combined anatomical and functional measurements established normal integrity of the supraspinal CST in HirD patients lending support to the notion that HirD is a pure spinal motor neuron disorder.